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1 • INTRODUCTION
Zadeh (1979) introduced lhe Iheory of approximate reasoning.
This Iheory, based upon lhe use of fuzzy seis, provides a
powerful frameworl< for reasoning in lhe face of uncertain
information. Central to this Iheory is the representation of
propositións as statemenls assigning fuzzy seis as values to
variables. ln Ihis tutorial, we provide a fonnal framewark for
lhe reasoning system we shall call Approximate Reasoning
(AR). We Ihen show how this system provides a mechanism
for modeling and making inferences from imprecise functional
relationships. This mechanism fonns lhe basis of lhe fuzzy
systems modeling technique used in many of lhe applications
of fuzzy logic control.
ln Yager et ai. (1987) one can find a collection of Zadeh's
pioneering papers on Ihis topic. Dubois and Prade (1991;
1991a) provide a comprehensive overview of Ihis topic. A
large number of researchers have made important contributions
to Ihis area, Dubais et al.(1993) provide, in one source, a
collection of some of lhe seminal papers in Ihis discipline as
well as an annotated guide to lhe literature. Yager & Filev
(1994) provide a introductory text on fuzzy modeling and
control.

Essentially Xk provides the set of allowable values for the
variable Vk'
A joint variable is any collection or tuple of one or more
distinct variables. Examples of Ihis are

A proposition in Ihis system is a statement of the fonn
VisM.
ln lhe above V is a joint variable and M is a fuzzy subset of
lhe cartesian product of lhe base seis of lhe atomic variables
which make up the joint variable V. We shall call lhe cartesian
produc\, X, of lhe base sets of the variables in V lhe universe
of V. Thus M is a fuzzy relationship on X. A statement ar
proposition which involves only one variable shall be called a
canonical slalement.

Example: II V 1 is a variable corresponding to an objecls age
and V2 is a variable corresponding to an objects weight Ihen the
joint variable (V I' V2) would have as ils base set pairs consisting of an age and weight.

2 - PRIMARY ELEMENTS OF AN AR SYSTEM

We now define a concept called the possibility of a proposition.
This concept plays a fundamental role in describing inconsist-

The primary elemenls of an AR system are a collection of
variables

encies and conflicts in our knowledge.

Der.: Given A proposition V is A we can define
Poss [V is A] = Maxx[A(x)]

and an associated collection of seis X I' ..., ~ where Xk is
called lhe base set (or universe of discourse or domain) of Vk •
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A proposition V is A is called normal (or consistent) if Poss
[V is A] = I, Ihat is if Ihere exisls at least one element x in lhe

base seI of V sueh lhal A(x) = 1. A proposilion is ealled
ineonsislenl (eonflieling or a eonlradielion) if Poss[V is A] = O.
lhal is A is lhe null seI.
Def: A proposition V is A is ealled a lautology if A(x) = I for
ali x in lhe domain of V. (Thal is A is lhe domain of V).
The manipulalion of knowledge, proposilions, in AR is based
upan two fundamental operations, conjoin and containrnent.
We firsl introduee lhe operalion of conjoin which is essentially
a generalized conjunction/eartesian produel operalion. This
operalion will play a central role in combining proposilions.
Def: Assume V A and V B are Iwo joinl variables on lhe bases
X and Y respectively.

ln lhis case when V A and V B are disjoint. have no common
variables, tbis operation gives us lhe classical cartesian producI

ln lhe case when V A and V B have at leasl one common
variable. lhis operator acls like a join operator.
As a resull of the above observalions we shallfind iI convenienl
lo use x and ri inlerchangeably lo denole lhe conjoin.
We next define a special conjoin operator. This operation plays
a role making proposilions which are not necessarily aOOut lhe
sarne variable be about lhe sarne joint variable.
Def: Assume V A and VB are two joinl variables such thal VB
contains ali the variables thal are in V A' denoled V A C VB'
The cylindrical extension of lhe proposition

LeI
V A is M and V B is N
be Iwo propositions. Their conjoin (or conjunclion) denoled

lo V B is lhe proposilion
V A is M

X

V B is N

is lhe proposilion
defined by
V is P

where V is a joinl variable consisling of lhe union of lhe alomic
variables making up V A and V B and P is a fuzzy subsel of lhe
domain of V. such lhat for each z in lhe domain of V
P(z) = M(x)

A

N(y)

[A

where V l' V 2' ... Vq are lhe alomic variables Ihal are in V B but
nol in V A and lhe Xi's are lhe respeclive base seIs of lhese
variables.

= Min].

ln lhe above x is the element in X which agrees! wilh z on lhe
domains lhey have in eommon and similarly y is lhe elemenl in
Y which agrees wilh z on lhe domain Ihey have in common.

Thus we see Ihal lhe cylindrical exlension is lhe conjoin of a
proposition with a collection of tautologies.
The cylindrieal extension of V A is M to V B is M" can be
expressed in terms of membership functions of M and M" as

Example: Assume Ihal V l' V 2' and V3 are alomic variables
wilh base seis X. Y and Z respectively. Assume we have two
proposilions

V. = (VI' V ) =
2

V

_.2_}

.7, _.9_. _1_.
(xI'YI) (x I 'Y2) (x2'YI) (.tz'Y2)

b 2. 3) ~ _1_..4 I}
= (V

V

=

Yt.Zt· Yt. z 2

Y2,Zt' Y2,z2

the conjunction af these two propositions is

.7

where x is lhe elemenl in lhe base set of V A which agrees with
y for lhe portion of VB that is V A'
Example: Assume we have the proposilion

V. = (VI' V ) =
2

J .7 .
M

_.9_. _1_.
(x!'Y2)

(x2'YI)

_.2_}
(x2'Y2)

ils cylindrical extension to lhe variable Vc = (V l' V 2' V3) is lhe
seI

.7

When VA = (VI V2 v, V4)andV. = (V 2 V, V,)then V = (VI V 2 V, V4
V5)' ln this situation for the value z = (a, b. c, d. e) the x in agreement is
x = (a, b. c, d) and the y in agreement is y = (b. c, e).
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--------------------------------------------------,

We now introduce lhe second basic operalion in lhe AR syslem,
Ihal of eontainment. This operalion will play a significant role
in lhe delermination of valid inferences from knowledge bases.
Der: Assume VA is M ood VB is N are two proposilions, we
say Ihal VA is M eontains VB is N, denoled VB is N c VA is
M, if
for ali z,
where M" ood N" are lhe cylindrical extensions of M ood N lo
lhe base seI of lhe variable V, which is lhe union of lhe alomic
variables in bolh V A ood VB'
The following relates containmenl ood conjunclion. Assume
Ihal PI' Pz, ood P 3 are Ihree proposilions. If P 3 = PI X P 2 lhen

3· SEMANTICS OF THE AR SYSTEM
ln lhis section we shall introduce a semoolics assoeialOO wilh
lhe AR syslem. When Vi is 00 alomie variable lhe specification
of ~ as ilS universe of discourse is meanl lo indicate lhal Xi is
lhe set of ali lhe possible values Ihal lhe variable Vi coo
assume. A proposition

Vj is Aj
is meool lo indicate that lhe value of variable Vi lies in lhe seI
Ai'
ln lhe more general setting when V is a joinl variable consisling
of q alomic variables, Vi' i = I, ... q Ihen lhe statemenl
V is M

The following observation will subsequently prove to he a
useful resull which will account for lhe monolonicity of lhe AR
syslem.
Theorem: For ooy three propositions PI' Pz, ood P 3 such Ihal
PI ::> P 3 ood Pz ::> P 3 lhen

indicales Ihal lhe relalionship M contains lhe colleclion of
tuples arnong which lhe aclual value of lhe joinl variable V
resides. ln particular if V = (VI' V2, V3) ood M = {(a, b, c),
(g, b, f)) Ihen Ihere are only two possible solutions:

or
We introduce lhe concepl of lhe equivalence of two proposi-

tions.
Der: Two propositions PI and Pz are equivalenl if

We denole lhis as PI = Pz.
Effectively we sec lhat two proposilions VA is M ood V B is N
are equivalenl if Iheir cylindrical exlensions lo the joint
variable V consisting of lhe union of lhe variables in VA and
VB are lhe sarne. If VA ood VB are lhe sarne lhen lhey are
equivalenl if N = M, N(x) = M(x) for ali x.
Theorem: Assume Ihal PI ood P 2 are Iwo equivalent proposilions, lhen for ooy proposilion P3

Following zadeh's notalion we coo call M(z) lhe possibility Ihat
V assumes the value z.
Example: Consider lhe Iwo variabIes V I (ciry of residence of
person) ood V Z (age of person).
If we have lhe proposilion

(VI' Vz) =

{(N.Y~,32)' (Bost~n,29)' (N.y~,29)' (L.A~,25)}

This informalion indicales lhal lhe person eilher lives in N.Y.
and is 32 years oId or Iives in Boslon ood is 29 years old or
lives in N.Y. ood is 29 years old or lives in L.A. ood is 25
years old.

Under these semantj.cs. we see that the operarian af conjoin is
indicating the set of possible values on which bolh proposilions
agree. The nature of lhis operalion essenlially reduces lhe
possible solulions.

Similarly

Wilh Ihese semootics, we sec Ihal for a proposilion

ln Ihis section we have introducOO lhe basic syntax ood
operations of lhe approximale reasoning syslem. We have also
discussOO a numher of properties assoeialOO wilh these operations which will of later use.
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V is A

lhe smaller lhe set A is the more the informative it is with
respecl lo the actual value of V, lhere are less possible values
and our uncertainty is reduced. Howr:ver this statement is not
absolute in lhe sense that if A becomes to small, subnormal,
then we start loosing information, our knowlOOge base hecomes
inconsistent.

Zadeh (1979) introduces a number of translalion rules which
allow us to represent some common linguistic statements in
tenns of propositions in our language. ln lhe following we
describe some of lhe Ihese translalion rules.
Negation of a proposition:
notVisA ..... VisB
where B is lhe negalion of A, ie

4· DEDUCTION lN AR
ln lhis seclion we shail introduce lhe fundamenlal inference
mechanism used in lhe lheory of approximale reasoning.

Inference Rule·l(The entailment principIe): From a proposition

B(x) = Ã(x) = I . A(x) =
we can deduce (infer) lhe proposilion

Anding of propositions:

V B is B

The statemenl
VA is A and VB is B
is defined via Dur conjunction/conjoin operator as

V is A x B

where V is lhe union of lhe alomic variables in V a and Vb'
Oring of propositions:

if

VA is A c VB is B.

The ralional for lhis rule is based upon lhe semanlic meaning
of lhe propositions in AR as indicaling lhe possible values for
lhe variable. We recall lhal lhe stalemenl VA is A indicales thal
lhe value for lhe variable VAlies in lhe seI A. Then lhe above
rule is reflecling lhe obvious facl lhal if lhe value of lhe
variable lies in a sel lhe" it mus! a180 lie in a bigger set.
An example of lhis rule is Ihal from lhe facl lhal John is in his
thirties we can infer lhal John is over 21.

The statement
VA is A or VB is B
is defined by V is AO u BO where V is the union of VA and
VB ' AO and BO are the cylindrical exlensions of A and B
respectiveiy and u is the union in lhe sense that
F = AO u BO

The nexl fundamental inference rule reflects lhe facl Ihal if we
have Iwo propositions lhe infonnalion conveyed by Ihese Iwo
proposilions looked aI logelher is Iheir conjuncíion, is lhe seI of
values which lhey bolh say are possible.
Inference Rule·2: From lhe Iwo proposilions VA is A and VB
IS B we can mfer lhe conjuncled proposition

is defined by

VA is A x VB is B.

F(z) = Max (AO(z),B°(z)) = AO(z) v BO(z).
Ply operatioo: The ply or implication operalion
ifVA is A lhen VB is B
translates lo lhe proposition
V is E

where V is lhe union of VA and VB and E is a subsel of lhe
base seI of V. The seI E can be defined in a number of
differenl ways. The Iwo lhal are used mosl are lhe foilowing
I.

E=ÃuB

n.

E(z) = Min [1. I - AO(z) + BO(z)]

This lasl stalemenl can also be written as

The basic reasoning process uses lhe deduction precess
described in lhe foilowing.
~f:

, Pq) in AR

IS

,

A deduction from a seI of premises (PI'
a sequence of weil-fonned fonnulas B 1, B2 ,
each Bk is eilher

Bn , where

(1). A premise

(2). A tauloiogy
(3). For some i < k, B k results from B· as a resull of
. •
I
InlerenCe role-I.
(4). For some i, j < k, Bk results from B- and B· as a resull
I
J
. •
of tnlerence rule-2.
If from lhe premises (PI' ... , Pn) Ihere exisls a deduction
terminating in B, we denote this as

E(z) = Min [I, 1 - A(x) + B(y)]
where x and y are lhe elements in lhe base seI of VA and V
B
Ihal agree wilh z.

and say B is inferable from (PI' ... , Pn)'
The deduclion precess exhibits a monotonicity property
described below
SBA Controle & Automação NolA n' 31selembro-outubro 1994
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(Monotonicity):
Pn+]) f- B.
It should be highlighled lhal one impacl of inference rule-I is
lhal if VA is M is deduclible from some premise so is any
proposition VB is N lhal is equivalenl lo iI.

+

+

+

and Pt' P 2 , "', Pt

belwosub-colleclionsoflhesepremises

Inference Rule-I, V is B can also be inferred. TIlus we are
inleresled in invesligaling in lhis seclion if lhere exists for any
given variable V some proposilion V is G inferable from Pj' ...
Pq such lhal every proposilion of lhe form V is H satisfies lhe
condilion H e G. ln lhis case G would serve as some minimal
seI associaled wilh V fiom which we can easily generate ali lhe
propositions associated with V. Thus we are interested in
finding minimal solulion sets for any joinl variable. This
seclion shall answer lhis in lhe affirmative. ln order lo
invesligale lhis issue, we introduce lhe following definilion of
lhe projeclion of a proposilion.
Def: LeI VA is M be a proposilion and leI VB be some
variable. TIle projection of VA is M anta VB denoled,

such lhal
f-

H

Proj y [VA is M] ,is lhe proposilion
B

f-

G

If
(G, H)

f-

P

where
N(z) ; MaxQ [M(x)]

lhen

ln lhe above Q is lhe seI of ali x lhal agree wilh z on lhe

TIle proof follows from lhe definilion of deduclion.
TIle following result, lhe proof of which can be found in Yager
& Filev (1994), delineales all lhe proposilions inferable fiom a
colleclion of proposilions.
Theorem: A proposilion B is inferable fiom a colleclion of
premises, (Pj, ... Pq) f- B, iff B contains lhe conjunclion of all
premises. ie

variables which V A and VB have in cornrnon. We also stipulale
lhal by definilion if VA and VB are disjoinl lhen lhe Max is I.
(Under lhis slipulalion if VA and VB are disjoinl, projv V
B
is M ; VB is X where X is lhe base seI of VB.)
TIle nexl lheorem, whose proof can be found in Yager &
Filev (1994), shows lhal projeclion resulls in a proposition
containing lhe original proposilion, TIlis facts leads lo lhe
conclusion lhal projection is a valid inference mechanism, iI is
a special case of Inference Rule-I..
Theorem: Assume

TIle implicalion of lhis lheorem is very importanl and can be
seen lo form lhe essenlial basis of lhe reasoning mechanism
used in lhe lheory of approximale reasoning. Whal lhis
lheorem says is lhal if one has collection of premises, (p], ...
Pq)' in order lo find oul if some proposilion H is inferable fiom
lhIS knowledge base we can proceed as follows
1.

2.

Form lhe conjunclion of all lhe premises

H is inferable fiom lhe premises if

Projy [V is M] = V B is N
B
lhen

An immediale corollary to lhis lheorem is lhe following.
Corollary: LeI Pj' P2, ... , Pq be a colleclion of premises. Let
VA be some joinl variable and leI lhe proposilion V A is M be
inferable fiom lhe premises,

PeH
lhen for any variable V if

5· MINIMAL SOLUTIONS AND PROJECTIONS

iI follows lhal

ln this section we are interested in minimal solutions for a
variable. TIle reason for our interesl in lhese minimal solulions
is based on lhe following. Assume Pj, ...pq are a colleclion of
premises. LeI V be a variable, if V is A can be inferred from
lhese propositions, lhen for any B such lhal A e B, using
120

V is N; Projy [VA is M]
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We now indicate lhal lhe projeclion of lhe conjunclion of all lhe
premises in a knowledge base provides lhe desired minimal
sets.

Theorem: Let PI' ... , P be a coHection of premises and
denote P = (PI x P2 x ·.. x 1>q). Lei V be any joinl variable,
Ihen
(PI' ... , Pq) e V is N
iff it is the case Ihal

is also a valid deduction. However as lhe foHowing Iheorem
shows E is not necessarily lhe minimal value for lhe joint
variable. We shaH illustrale Ihis by counter example. Consider
an AR system with two variables VI and V2' Assume lhe
knowledge base consists of one proposition

VisMcVisN
where

where

M = Projy P.

A = (a, 1), (b,2)}.

TIte fundamental implicalion of this theorem is that Ihere exists
minimal sets associated with each variable which can be used
to generate any inference related to Ihat variable. For any joinl
variable V let M be the projection onto V of lhe conjunction of
aH the premises, we shall caH the set M lhe minimal value of
V. Because of lhe uniqueness of M we can caH it simply lhe
value of V.

TIte above proposition is also the minimal value for the joinl
variable (VI' V2)' ln addition the minimal value of V1 is (a,
b) and Ihat of V2 is {I, 2}. However lhe conjunction of Ihese
two propositions is

(VI' V2) is {(a,b), (a,2), (b,I), (b,2)}
which is not equal lo A.

At this point we can summarize lhe AR process of finding the
value of a variable V from a coHection of premises (PJ' P2, ...
, Pq):
I.

Form the conjunction of the premises:

2.

Find A = Proiv(P)

3.

V is A

We next introduce the concept of monotonicity and show Ihat
AR is monotonic.
Def: Let (PI' ... , Po) is be a coHeclion of premises. Assume
for some variable V, V is M, is the minimal inferable proposition. Let P0+1 be any additional premise and let V is M2 be lhe
minimal proposition inferable from (PI' ... P o' Pn+ I). We say
Ihat our system is monotonic in V if for aH P0+ I
V is M 2 c V is MI
Furthermore we say that our system is monotonic if it is
monotonic for ali V.
One important benefit of monotonicity is lhat the addition of
new infonnation doesn't invalidate any previously inferred
conclusions. TItis characteristic greatly simplifies lhe use of the
reasoning system.

Thus we see that while the conjunction af two minimal
statements leads lo a valid statement, it may not be minimal
wilh respecl to lhe joint variable. TItis observation greatly
complicates lhe process of obtaining minimal propositions, it
precludes us from simply finding lhe lhe minimal values of ali
lhe atomic variables and using Ihese to build up lhe minimal
proposilions of lhe joint variables.

While the conjoin of minimal sets doesn'l necessarily lead lo
lhe minimal sets, lhe projection of minimal sets onto smaller
spaces necessarily does. Assume from a coHection of premises
thal V is M is lhe minimal proposition involving lhe joint
variable V. LeI VA be another joint variable aH of whose
components lie in V. If
VA is Q

~

Projy [V is M]
A

Ihen Q is lhe minimal set for VA'

6 - FUNCTIONAL REPRESENTATIONS
ln some applications, especially in inteHigenl control, one is
interested in lhe representation of complex, nonlinear and
perhaps ill defined functional relationships in a manner
amenable to implementation in lhe AR environment. ln Ihis
section, we shaH show how the theory of approximate reasoning
can be used to provide Ihis kind of representation and how lhe
inference mechanism af AR can allow us to find solutions to
these functional relationshíps.

An important characteristic of lhe AR system is Ihat it is

monotonic. TItis result foHows directly from the fact Ihat

From our rules of inference, if two propositions are inferable,
Ihen Iheir conjunction is inferable. ln particular, if VI is AI
and V2 is ~ are two valid propositions where AI and ~ are
lhe minimal values for VI and V2 there conjunction

Assume U and V are two variab!es taking Iheir values in lhe
sets X and Y respectively. UsuaHy in lhe control environrnent
these sets are lhe real line. A function relating Ihese variables
is of lhe form V = f(U). A simple example of a function is
V = 2U2 + 6U + 9. As indicated above in many situations lhe
relationship between the variables is not so easily expressed in
terms of a simple aH encompassing equation.
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It is well established lhal a function of lhe fonn V = f(U) can
be expresse<! as a relalionship F, a subsel of lhe cartesian space
X x Y, consisling of pairs of lhe fonn (x, y) such lhal (x, y)e
F if lhe pair V = Y and U = x is a solulion of lhe above
funclion, y = f(x). Fonnally we can represent lhe knowledge
contained in this relationship as a proposition

where e.ch 'lj is a ordered pair, (Xi' Yi)' corresponding lo a
solulion. It can be shown lhal lhal if we define lhe subsel Ei of
XxYas

lhen iI is lhe case lhal
(D, V) is F.

Th!s proposilion indicates lhal any solulion for lhe joinl variable
(U, V) musl be some ordered pair in F.
ln lhe following, we show how lhe above proposilion can be
viewed as a disjunclion (union) of more basic proposilions.
Wilhoul loss of generalily we can denole
F = {al'~' .. ,

This representalion provides a disjunctive view of F. ln lhis
disjunclive view of F lhe basic components are lhe Eis which
have lhe fonn above and are semanlically equivalenl lo lhe
proposition

a"J

where each 'lj is a 2-luple (Xi' Yi) such lhal Yi = f(Xi)' From lhis
we see lhal F can be viewed as a disjunclion of seIs
This fonnulation for Ei is essenlially lhe classical implicalion
operalor used in logic. Thus in lhis view we see lhal

where each Fi is a singlelon seI consisling of one of lhe
elemenls of F, Fi = {'lj}.
ln addition, each seI Fi can be viewed as a cartesian prodUCl
(anding) of Xi and Y i where

(D, V) is F = (D, V) is E 1 and (U, V) is
V) is En'

Ez

and ..· and (D,

which is a conjunclion of lhe primary propositions, each which
of is interpreled as • logical implicalion. This view is more in
lhe spiril of lhe production rule fonnulalion of expert syslems.
ln many environments lhe knowledge available aboul lhe
relalionship F is nol of sufficienl detail or precision lo allow us
lo specify lhal when U = Xi iI is lhe case V = Yi' ln lhese
imprecise environrnents we may have our inforrnation in larger
granules.

and

ln lhis view, each Fi can be described a solulion poinl or
proposilion of lhe fonn
When U is Xi it is the case that V is Vi'
Th!s proposilion is understood lo be inlerpreled or lranslated as
the conjoin of the constituems, U is ~ and V is Vi' We call
lhese when lype proposilions.
From lhis poinl of view, lhe proposition (U, V) is F can be
seen as lhe oring (disjunclion) of a collection of when lype
proPOSilions:

For example, we may be able lO slale lhal

When the soles is between 1O-15K it is the case that our profits
are between 34K.
More fonnally in lhese complex environmenls lhe propositions
necessary lo describe Fi involve pairs U is Aj and V is Bi
where Ai and B i are fuzzy subsets of X and Y which are nol
necessarily single poinl sets. Figure 1 and Figure 2 illustrate
lhe lwo differenl silualions.

v

(D, V) is F = (D, V) is FI or(U, V) is F 2 or (U, V) is F 3,
..·or (D, V) is Fn'

Whal is importanl lo nole is lhal (U, V) is F is made up of a
disjunclion of each of lhese basic proposilion. Each basic
proposition corresponds lo a known solution poinl.
There exists an allernalive fonnulalion for F. The view
corresponds lo an anding(conjunclion) of a colleclion of basic
proposilions. We start again wilh

F = {aI' ~, ... ,

u
Figure 1

a"l
ln Figure 1 we know lhe relalionship between lhe variables U
and V precisely whereas in Figure 2 we have lhe relationship
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in terrns of the rectangles. Each rectangle says that for a U
value anywhere in the base of the rectangle, the V will be
somewhere in the height of rectangle. Thus, in this case each
of the Fj's become a rectangle
(U, V) is F j = U is A j x V is B j.

r---=-::------

.--_+--,r

I Bi

iL..+

---'

First let us consider the disjunctive view. ln this case we recali

where

ln this case

A.

1
Denoting D j = (Fj

í'l

Xo) we get that
G=UPj'

u

The solution set S is obtained as

Figure 2
Given the relationship F and the inforrnation that U equals xo'
a problem of interest becomes that of finding the value for V.
From the mathematical point of view this can be seen as
solving the equation. From a logical point of view this can be
seen as a generalized forrn of modus ponens. ln particular we
must use the deductive reasoning mechanism of the theory of
approximate reasoning. We recall that the process of finding
a solution, mak:ing a deduction in the theory of approximate
reasoning consists of two steps

1.

Combine ali propositions via the conjunction operation

2.

Project onto the variable of interest

ln our problem we have two propositions, the relationship
between the two variables U and V and the second proposition
is the value of the variable U and we desire to find the value
for the variable V. Forrnaliy we have

It is seen that

D j = (A j í'l (xo})

x (B j í'l Y) = (A j í'l (xo}) x B j.

Let us denote Sj = Projv (D j) then S = UjS j.
Recalling that
Sj(Y) = Projv (Dj)(y) = Maxx[Dj(x, y»)
From this we see that

Finally from the above it foliows that

thus we that S(y) = Maxj[Sj(Y»).
PI: (U, V) if F
P2 : U is {xo}.

We can view our solution S as being constructed by the
addition(union) of these Sj'S each coming from a role.

Tak:ing the conjunction of these two datum we get
(U, V) is G = (U, V) is F x U is {xo}.

We can very nicely summarize the procedure used to obtain the
solution.
Assume we have relationship F between the variables U and V
represented by a collection of n propositions of the forrn

ln this situation, we get
G=F

í'l

X o'

where X o = {xo} x Y = {(xo, YI)' (xo, Y2)"" } is the cylindrical
extension of {xo}. The next step is to tak:e the projection of
(U, V) is G onto V to obtain the solution for V. Thus if we
denote

and we have a value for U
U= xo'

The procedure used for obtaining the output value for V is the
following:
then our solution is V is S.
The two representations of F, the conjunctive and disjunctive,
lead to two forrnulations for obtaining the solution. The
disjunctive view leads to what we shali cali the constructive
solution approach whilst the conjunctive approach leads to a
destructive approach to solution forrnulation.

~(xo)'

1.

For each role calculate,
levei of the role.

This called the firing

2.

For each role calculate individual output
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3.

Calculate the system output as
S(y)

= MaxJSj(Y)]

result. However, if there are multiple Aj's with non-zero
membership for x o' then the two approaches don 't necessarily
result in the sarne set S.

As we shall see this procedure for calculating the output of
relationship forms the basis of fuzzy systems modeling technique.

To more fully appreciate the distinction between these two
approaches we can consider the following. Assume we have a
collection of pairs (U is A j, V is B j) as shown in Figure 3..

Let us now look at the conjunctive formulation of F. ln this
case,

The distinction between the two approaches becomes most
apparent when we have places where two rectangles overlap.
The conjunctive (destructive approach) takes the intersection of
the overlapping pieces while the disjunctive takes the union
(constructs) of the overlapping pieces (see Figure 4). We see
that in the shaded areas the two approaches disagree.

where

Again the system output is obtained as the conjunction of our
functional representation and our input value for U,
G= F

(1

X o'

However in this case our representation of F now is such that

u

Denoting

Figure 3
we get

Furthermore the output is

u

Conjunction of Granules

v

: : ;: :

Using this approach we can summarize the inference procedure
as follows
1.

For each mie calculate, I - ~(xo)' the negation of the
firing levei of the mie

2.

For each rule caIculate individual output

3.

Calculate the system output as S(y) = Minj[Sj(Y)]

ln this case we see that the solution is obtained by reducing the
possible answers, that is every mie which has Aj(xo):F- O
eliminates from the solution set all those values for V which
don't lie in Sj' We call this the destructive method.
~ such that ~(xo) = I and all other
mies have firing levei zero then both approaches give the sarne

If there exists only one
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Figure 4

The constmctive method implies an increase in uncertainty at
places where mIes overlap. The destructive method implies a
decrease in uncertainty at this overlap of mies.

There are two cases where one can clearly see the distinction
between these two approaches. To more clearly illustrate these
cases in the following we shall assume all subsets are crispo
The first case is that of conflict. Starting with the two pairs:
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Using the conjunctive method we obtain the result that V is cP.
That is, it reports a conflict. Thus it appears that the disjunctive tries to ameliorate conflict by extending the possible
solutions to include the conflicting vaIue.
Consider next the case of more specific knowledge. Again
assume we have two pairs as above. However, in this case
assume

This case corresponds to the situation where have more specific
knowledge. Assume Xo E A 2, consequently both granules are
satisfied for U = xo' Using the disjunctive approach we get

however since B2 c BI' then

Using the conjunctive approach we get

and the condition B I c B2 here implies

Thus we see that the conjunctive method reports the more
specific knowledge. Thus, if AI = [30-40], B I = [50--60],
~ = 36 and B2 = 57 then if A = 36 the conjunctive approach
reports V = 57, while the disjunctive method reports that V lies
in the interval [50--60]. We that in this case the conjunctive
has provided a more informative answer.
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